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a b s t r a c t
Anatomical segmentation of structures of interest is critical to quantitative analysis in medical imaging.
Several automated multi-atlas based segmentation propagation methods that utilise manual delineations
from multiple templates appear promising. However, high levels of accuracy and reliability are needed
for use in diagnosis or in clinical trials. We propose a new local ranking strategy for template selection
based on the locally normalised cross correlation (LNCC) and an extension to the classical STAPLE algorithm by Warﬁeld et al. (2004), which we refer to as STEPS for Similarity and Truth Estimation for Propagated Segmentations. It addresses the well-known problems of local vs. global image matching and the
bias introduced in the performance estimation due to structure size. We assessed the method on hippocampal segmentation using a leave-one-out cross validation with optimised model parameters; STEPS
achieved a mean Dice score of 0.925 when compared with manual segmentation. This was signiﬁcantly
better in terms of segmentation accuracy when compared to other state-of-the-art fusion techniques.
Furthermore, due to the ﬁner anatomical scale, STEPS also obtains more accurate segmentations even
when using only a third of the templates, reducing the dependence on large template databases. Using
a subset of Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) scans from different MRI imaging systems
and protocols, STEPS yielded similarly accurate segmentations (Dice = 0.903). A cross-sectional and longitudinal hippocampal volumetric study was performed on the ADNI database. Mean ± SD hippocampal
volume (mm3 ) was 5195 ± 656 for controls; 4786 ± 781 for MCI; and 4427 ± 903 for Alzheimer’s disease
patients and hippocampal atrophy rates (%/year) of 1.09 ± 3.0, 2.74 ± 3.5 and 4.04 ± 3.6 respectively. Statistically signiﬁcant ðp < 103 Þ differences were found between disease groups for both hippocampal volume and volume change rates. Finally, STEPS was also applied in a multi-label segmentation propagation
scenario using a leave-one-out cross validation, in order to parcellate 83 separate structures of the brain.
Comparisons of STEPS with state-of-the-art multi-label fusion algorithms showed statistically signiﬁcant
segmentation accuracy improvements (p < 104 ) in several key structures.
Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The hippocampus, along with other structures in the medial
temporal lobe, is one of the ﬁrst structures where Alzheimer’s disease pathology is earliest exhibited. It has been shown that measurements of hippocampal volume from volumetric T1 weighted
MRI sequences and changes in volume from serial MRI sequences
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can aid in determining which subjects with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) will go on to develop Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) (Jack
et al., 1999; Ridha et al., 2007; Morra et al., 2009; Schuff et al.,
2009; Henneman et al., 2009; Leung et al., 2010; Wolz et al.,
2010) as well as predict cognitive decline in the earliest stages of
the disease (Jack et al., 2000; Schuff et al., 2009; Wolz et al.,
2010). As a result, there have been recent efforts to deﬁne the criteria for the presymptomatic (Sperling et al., 2011) and prodromal
(Dubois et al., 2010) stages of Alzheimer’s disease by incorporating
biomarkers including hippocampal atrophy assessed using MRI. In
a related effort, Jack et al. (2011) has recently provided guidelines
for standardising and qualifying hippocampal volumetry and volume change measurements as a biomarker for use within clinical
trials. One of the primary applications in clinical trials would be
to use hippocampal volume as a criteria for eligibility into studies
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of therapeutic agents for patients with suspected prodromal AD
and this has recently been recognised by regulatory authorities
(EMA/CHMP/SWAP/809208/2011). The size of such studies mean
that for quick targeted recruitment, efﬁcient and accurate hippocampal volumetry techniques are needed. Manual methods are
very time consuming (e.g. 45 min per hippocampus), require careful training and are demanding on the rater and therefore very
expensive (Barnes et al., 2009; Frisoni and Jack, 2011). As a result,
an automated hippocampal segmentation method that was accurate, robust and fast would be extremely valuable.
Segmentation propagation techniques make use of registration
algorithms to align a manually labeled atlas to a new unsegmented
image. The accuracy and robustness of this segmentation can be
greatly improved by combining multiple candidate segmentations
from a library/database of atlases (Rohlﬁng et al., 2004). In this
way, the segmentation is dependent on the particular morphology
of a single atlas and less vulnerable to errors in one or more regional
labels. Each image from the atlas database, when registered to the
image of interest, can be considered as an independent classiﬁer.
Several techniques for classiﬁer fusion have been developed, where
the most conventional method is a voting scheme (Xu et al., 1992).
As some registrations will be more accurate than others, more
sophisticated techniques to quantify classiﬁer performance have
been developed. The classiﬁers can be combined according to their
performance on a training set (Lam and Suen, 1995), or by estimating its performance on a feature or metric space (Woods et al.,
1997). Aljabar et al. proposed to use the global normalised cross
correlation between the registered template and the target image
as a performance estimator in order to select the optimal classiﬁers
for the voting scheme. While a global metric might be sufﬁcient for
simple shapes, the size of the database has to increase dramatically
for objects with complex morphology in order to characterise the
population’s morphologic variability. Artaechevarria et al. (2009)
proposed a set of local and global performance estimators based
on image similarity metrics like the global normalised cross correlation (GNCC), global mean square difference (GMSD), global mutual information (GMI) and the corresponding local versions of
the metrics, LNCC, LMSD and LMI respectively. Yushkevich et al.
(2010) suggested a modiﬁed version of the LNCC metric using a
ranking scheme and Collins and Pruessner (2010) used a GMI metric combined with a registration to a group-wise space in order to
reduce computational cost. More recently, Sabuncu et al. (2010)
reformulated the label fusion problem in a generative framework,
providing a comprehensive probabilistic framework that rigorously motivates label fusion as a segmentation approach, by combining intensity similarity and a log-odds atlas propagation in a
generative framework.
Instead of using an image similarity to derive the classiﬁer performance, Warﬁeld et al. (2004) proposed an algorithm named
Simultaneous Truth and Performance Level Estimation (STAPLE)
as a novel way to estimate the performance parameters of a classiﬁer and consequently obtain the most likely classiﬁcation. This
framework estimates the classiﬁer performance parameters by
comparing each classiﬁer to a consensus, in an iterative manner.
It is important to note that the STAPLE framework was created
for the purpose of fusing several manual or automated
segmentations of the same image and not for fusing propagated
segmentations. More recently, Asman and Landman (2012) and
Commowick et al. (2012) introduced two reformulations of STAPLE
with a spatially varying rater performance model that attempts to
model miss registrations as part of the rater performance. However, these methodologies still ﬁnd a local morphological consensus between the labels, without actually assessing the quality of
the registration. Thus, the STAPLE framework and it’s more recent
reformulations do not explicitly incorporate the concept of atlas
similarity or registration accuracy into the fusion model.

In summary, weighted voting techniques model segmentation
errors as inaccuracies in the registration procedure and assume
that the original manual segmentations do not have any mistakes,
i.e. they are a ground truth. On the other hand, the STAPLE
approach models segmentation errors as a rater performance
problem instead of estimating registration accuracy and morphological similarity.
In order to make the STAPLE framework aware of registration
errors, Leung et al. (2010) introduced the ranking concept used
in Aljabar et al. (2009) into the STAPLE framework and showed improved segmentation accuracy. However, this global metric still
suffers from the problems described above (e.g. complex morphology, local matching). Also, the GNCC metric is dependent on the
ROI where it is calculated and is not robust to intensity non uniformity (INU) in MRI images.
We propose and validate a new strategy that incorporates a local similarity metric to estimate the expected image-based performance of each classiﬁer on a voxel-by-voxel basis into a STAPLE
formulation. This is the ﬁrst time a local ranking and sampling
strategy has been introduced into the STAPLE framework. We also
introduce a new Markov Random Field (MRF) model optimised
iteratively over the probabilistic labels in order to add spatial consistency and smoothness between the best local classiﬁers. This
LNCC metric can cope with spatially variant registration accuracy,
enabling the use of smaller template databases. Due to the local
nature of the algorithm, it is independent of the selected ROI and
more robust to INU in MRI images.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time a spatially
variant image similarity term is introduced in a STAPLE framework,
enabling the characterisation of both image similarity and human
rater performance in a uniﬁed manner.
2. Methods
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the mathematical framework
as presented in the original STAPLE algorithm by Warﬁeld et al.
(2004). We then introduce the idea of global and local ranking
and the subsequent STAPLE model changes. Finally, we extend
the full framework to a multi-label scenario.
2.1. The STAPLE algorithm
Let an image with N voxels be denoted by y, with the intensity
at voxel i denoted by yi . Also, let t be an indicator vector of size N,
again indexed by ti , representing the hidden binary true segmentation of the object. The value of t i will be equal to 1 when the structure is present in position i and equal to 0 when the structure is
absent in position i. Let the d be a matrix of size R  N, with each
one of its rows dj representing a candidate segmentation of the object of interest obtained either by manual segmentation or an automatic algorithm. This row vector dj has the same form as t, with 1
and 0 representing the presence and absence of the structure at
each position i. In order to parameterise the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of each rater, let p ¼ ðp1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pR ÞT and q ¼ ðq1 ; q2 ; . . . ; qR ÞT
represent the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of each one of the R candidate segmentations, indexed by j. Here, p and q represent a global
measure of agreement and disagreement, respectively, between a
candidate segmentation and the consensus. Thus, they do not depend on the image index i. In order to estimate t, one needs to
maximise the log likelihood of the complete data of this problem
ðd; tÞ given the set of parameters ðp; qÞ. Thus, the cost function
being optimised is the logarithm of the complete data likelihood
f ðd; tjp; qÞ, described as

^; q
^ Þ ¼ arg max logðf ðd; tjp; qÞÞ:
ðp
p;q

ð1Þ
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Using the deﬁnition of sensitivity and speciﬁcity, p and q can be described as the ‘‘true positive fraction’’ and ‘‘true negative fraction’’.
Thus, pj and qj can be represented by

pj ¼ Prðdij ¼ 1jti ¼ 1Þ;
qj ¼ Prðdij ¼ 0jti ¼ 0Þ:
This model assumes that the candidate segmentations are indepen0
dent from each other and thus pj ? pj0 ; qj ? qj0 and dij ? dij0 ; 8j – j .
Eq. 1 can thus be maximised by an Expectation–Maximisation algorithm. The notation wki is used to represent the expected probability
of the true segmentation at voxel i being equal to one at iteration k.
Here, wki is then deﬁned as

wki



 f t i ¼ 1jdi ; pk ; qk
¼

ð2Þ

aki

2.3. Global and region-of-interest based ranking

with


Y 
f dij jt i ¼ 1; pkj ; qkj

ð4Þ

j

k

bi  f ðti ¼ 0Þ


Y 
f dij jt i ¼ 0; pkj ; qkj

ð5Þ

j

and the parameters (p; q) at iteration ðk þ 1Þ are optimised by

P k
w dij
Pi i k
pkþ1
¼
j
i wi
P
ð1
 wk Þð1  dij Þ
:
qkþ1
¼ i P i
j
k
i ð1  wi Þ

ð6Þ
ð7Þ

A more detailed explanation of the model derivation can be found in
Warﬁeld et al. (2004).
2.2. Iterative MRF regularization
Similarly to the original STAPLE algorithm, a Markov Random
Field (MRF) is used to add spatial consistency. The MRF model presented in the original STAPLE paper is a post processing step that
works on integer labels and not on the probabilities. In order to
introduce the MRF spatial consistency within the same optimisation framework, the model presented in Cardoso et al. (2011a) is
used. This model is not only computationally more efﬁcient than
the MRF model presented in the original STAPLE algorithm (Warﬁeld et al., 2004), as it is updated with a mean ﬁeld approximation,
but it works on probabilistic labels and not on the ﬁnal binarised
labels.
This MRF model can be described as a non-binary multi-class
extension of the Potts model with the neighbouring clique strength
dependent of the voxel size. It has the form
b U

pe i MRFðti ¼kÞ
bi U MRF
ðti ¼jÞ
j pj e

f ðt i ¼ kÞ ¼ P
with

U MRFðt ¼kÞ
i

0
1
1
X
X
X
X
¼
hkj @
sx wlj þ
sy wlj þ
sz wlj A
j¼0

in the x; y and z directions respectively. Note that pk can be made
spatially varying by using a Log-Odds framework as the one from
Sabuncu et al. (2010). As the presented formulation only has two
classes, the MRF matrix H is set up with the diagonal elements
equal to 0 and the off-diagonal elements equal to 1.
When applying this MRF model in a multi-label fusion scenario,
the MRF energy function can be extended to incorporate anatomically derived information about the expected neighbourhood transitions as in Cardoso et al. (2011a). Conversely, the classical MRF
presented by Warﬁeld et al. (2004) assumes that the transition between every pair of classes has the same probability. For the rest of
the paper, bi is considered constant throughout the image and
equal to 0.5. Both the value of bi and the matrix H can be optimised
in order to improve the overall results. Nonetheless, we’ll refrain
from this optimisation due to it’s computational complexity.

ð3Þ

k

aki þ bi

aki  f ðt i ¼ 1Þ
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l 2 Nx
i

y

l 2 Ni

l 2 Nzi

where H is a K  K matrix with element hkj containing the transition


energy between the class k and the class j; wlj  f t l ¼ jjdl ; pk ; qk
and with the MRF neighbourhood system deﬁned as


Ni ¼ Nxi ; Nyi ; Nzi . Here, Nxi ; Nyi ; Nzi represent the two direct
neighbours of i in the x; y and z directions respectively. Also, pk is
the proportion of the object k in the full image, estimated from w
at each iteration and sx ; sy and sz are the inverse of the voxel size

In the original STAPLE paper, Warﬁeld et al. (2004) states that
implicit in this model is the notion that the experts have been
trained to interpret the images in a similar way. The segmentation
decisions may differ due to random or systematic rater differences,
and a probabilistic estimate of the true segmentation can be formulated as an optimal combination of the observed decisions
and a prior model. Thus, these implicit assumptions may not hold
when STAPLE is used for segmentation propagation. For segmentation propagation purposes, the errors can come from different
morphological characteristics between the images, bad registration
results and even the resampling method.
In order to ameliorate this problem, Aljabar et al. (2009) proposed the use of a global normalised cross correlation (GNCC)
based metric to rank the registered templates according to the image being segmented in order to only include propagated segmentations that are consistently accurate. Leung et al. (2010) then
introduced the same concept in a STAPLE framework, where the
GNCC was calculated on a region of interest deﬁned by the union
of the propagated labels, resulting in an improved segmentation
accuracy. This metric was used because it was shown to provide
a good criterion for template selection in multi-centre imaging
data (Aljabar et al., 2009). Once a rank of best to worst matches
for each template was established, a subset of the highest ranked
matchers was used to propagate the template labels onto the
images to be segmented. This methodology still has some limitations, because the morphology of the structure and the quality of
the registration is characterised as a single global image metric
based on the NCC. Thus, in order to provide a good segmentation,
either the registration algorithm must perform well in most cases,
or the database has to have enough samples with the relevant type
of morphology for the image being segmented. For example, if one
wants to segment the temporal cortex of a patient’s brain using
segmentation propagation, the database would have to be large enough to contain enough templates with the same morphological
features (e.g. number of sulci and giri) as the image to be segmented, so that the registration algorithm can match these features. Also, the registration might work very well in some areas
but less well in other areas, leading to an ambiguous NCC value
and to the introduction of errors in the label fusion process.
2.4. Local ranking for segmentation propagation
Without loss of generality, in this work, the local image similarity between images is assessed using the fast locally normalised
correlation coefﬁcient (LNCC), as proposed by Cachier et al.
(2003). This choice of LNCC is contrary to what was suggested by
Artaechevarria et al. (2009), as we have found better performance
with a LNCC based image similarity than with the local mean
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squared difference (LMSD). Nonetheless, the framework is general
enough to allow any image similarity to be used.
The fast LNCC image similarity used in this work is similar to
the LNCC presented by Artaechevarria et al. (2009) but the mean
and standard deviation are calculated on a local Gaussian window
using a convolution method. This makes the LNCC estimate
smoother and computationally less expensive. Let x represent a
propagated intensity image from the atlas after registration and
y represent the target image to be segmented. Under this formulation, the LNCC at position i will be given by

LNCC i ¼

hy; xii
ri ðyÞri ðxÞ



wki  f ti ¼ 1jdi ; lij ¼ 1; pk1 ; qk1 ¼

ai  f ðt i ¼ 1Þ

lðyÞi ¼ Gr  y

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lðy2 Þi  lðyÞ2i

ri ðxÞ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lðx2 Þi  lðxÞ2i

In order to introduce this local ranking information in the previously described STAPLE algorithm, let a new model variable lij
represent an observed cluster assignment that characterises the
image similarity. For the sake of simplicity, lij will be equal to 1 if
the image gk is in the top X ranked images at position i and equal
to 0 otherwise. Here, X controls the number of images to use locally
according to the LNCC.
This new observation lij can be integrated into the STAPLE
framework by altering the model to

ð8Þ

p;q

Using Jensen’s inequality, the lower bound on the model will be given by

XX
f ðti jdi ; li ; p; qÞlog ½f ðdi ; li jti ; p; qÞf ðt i Þ

ð9Þ

i

where f ðdi ; li jt i ; p; qÞ is deﬁned as a Bernoulli over a Bernoulli
distribution

f ðdi ; li jt i ; p; qÞ ¼

Yh

f ðdij jti ; pj ; qj Þti :f ðdij jt i ; pj ; qj Þð1ti Þ

ilij

0ð1lij Þ

ð10Þ

j

with t i determining the true segmentation label and the observation
lij determining if a template j is either a local morphological inlier or
an outlier, i.e. if template j is similar or dissimilar to the target



Y

pk1
j

1  pk1
j



j:flij ;dij g¼f1;0g

f ðdij jti ¼ 0; pjk1 ; qk1
Þ
j

Y

Y

qk1
j

j:flij ;dij g¼f1;1g

2.5. STAPLE with local ranking

^Þ ¼ arg max logðf ðd; t; lj  p; qÞÞ
^; q
ðp

Y

¼ f ðti ¼ 0Þ

with y2 representing the element-by-element squaring of y; 
denoting the convolution operator, Gr denotes a Gaussian smoothing kernel with standard deviation r, and  denotes an element-byelement multiplication.
Due to the local nature and smoothness of the metric, the similarity between the images is described on a smooth voxel by voxel
basis, enabling a voxel by voxel ranking with reduced discontinuity
effect. If, for example, one starts from a set of 15 template images
registered to the image under study, one can then calculate how
much each one of the template images correlate locally with the
image under study and then take only the top ﬁve templates on
a voxel by voxel basis. There are three main advantages to the proposed method compared to using GNCC: ﬁrst, the global nature of
the GNCC metric may be an unrealistic assumption regarding the
complex morphology and shape of the object under study. Secondly, it removes the need to create a ROI for GNCC calculation
as the metric itself is local. Finally, this method is more robust to
the presence of INU in MRI images, as the local nature of the LNCC
method obviates the metric bias due to INU.

T

Y

j:lij ¼1

lðy  xÞi ¼ Gr  ðy  xÞ
lðxÞi ¼ Gr  x

ð11Þ

f ðdij jti ¼ 1; pk1
; qk1
Þ
j
j

j:lij ¼1

bi  f ðt i ¼ 0Þ

^Þ ¼
^; q
Q ðp

Y

j:flij ;dij g¼f1;1g

hy; xii ¼ lðy  xÞi  lðyÞi  lðxÞi

ai
ai þ bi

with

¼ f ðti ¼ 1Þ

where

ri ðyÞ ¼

image after registration. As we are only interested in the subset of
the data where lij ¼ 1, a restricted maximum likelihood (REML) approach is used to focus on the likelihood of a subset of the data,
where



ð12Þ


1  qk1
:
j

j:flij ;dij g¼f1;0g

Here, pj and qj will now be

P
pkj

k
i:l ¼1 wi dij

¼ P ij
P

qkj ¼

ð13Þ

k
i:lij ¼1 wi

k
i:lij ¼1 wi ð1

P

 dij Þ

k
i:lij ¼1 wi

:

ð14Þ

In this REML framework, ai ; bi ; pi and qi are only inﬂuenced by the
locations where lij ¼ 1, i.e. only on the locations where the template
image is locally similar to the image being segmented.
In this modiﬁcation to the classic STAPLE algorithm, qj and pj
now represent the sensitivity and speciﬁcity only in areas where
lij ¼ 1, i.e. each classiﬁer is considered an expert by the LNCC ranking strategy. This results in a 2 step performance estimation that
decouples the two sources of error: one based on the LNCC image
similarity metric observation, modelled through lij , characterising
the non uniform registration accuracy and shape differences, and
the other step characterising the speciﬁcity and sensitivity of each
classiﬁer, through pj and qj , when compared with the consensus
classiﬁcation.
In this algorithm, we use a LNCC ranking-based binary cluster
assignment for the observed variable lij . This approach is analogous
to a sampling scheme, where samples with low local similarity are
rejected from the fusion. However, the framework allows non-binary cluster assignments, where different samples can have different importance weights.
2.6. Performance parameter bias due to structure size
In the original STAPLE formulation, the performance parameters
are estimated using all the samples from the image. More recent
strategies by Rohlﬁng et al. (2004) and Asman and Landman
(2011) have restricted the number of samples that are used to
non-consensus areas in order to increase performance while reduce bias. Similarly, in this formulation and in STAPLE, if the size
of the object and the size of the background are very different,
the algorithms convergence results in both mathematical precision
issues (due to the limited ﬂoating-point accuracy representation of
q and p) and biased performance parameters. For example, in a situation where the size of the object is much smaller than the backP
ground, the speciﬁcity qj will tend to 1 because i wi ð1  dij Þ will
P
be approximately the same as i wi as most pixels in the image
P
are di ¼ 0. Equally, due to the small size of the object, i wi dij will
P
be much less similar to i wi and thus pj will not be as close to 1 as
qj . This effect can be seen in Warﬁeld et al. (2004) Table 1 and 2.
When these biased values of pj and qj are then used to calculate
the new wij ; bi will tend to 0, and thus wij will tend to 1. If the
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STAPLE output wij is then thresholded at 0:5 conﬁdence, the object
will look over-segmented. In order to avoid an over-segmentation
effect, one tends to threshold wij at very high values, e.g. a threshold of 0.9999, as used in (Leung et al., 2010). The optimal threshold
will depend on many factors like the number of classiﬁers used, the
mean value of p and q and even the value of b for the MRF. Also,
because the value of wik will be very close but different from 1,
numerical precision becomes an issue. Due to all these issues and
given that this threshold is normally set to a constant value within
the same study (even if more classiﬁers are used), the performance
results of the STAPLE classiﬁer fusion have a characteristic bumpy
shape (Leung et al., 2010). Furthermore, the performance peak in
terms of segmentation accuracy will depend on the chosen threshold, making all the analysis biased towards this choice.
Rohlﬁng et al., 2004 suggested that only updating and using disputed samples for parameter estimation can improve the computation time. One should note that this approach not only improves
the computation time, but most importantly, it also improves segmentation performance by reducing the p and q unbalance and
consequently the numerical precision issues. Thus, instead of trying to empirically set a threshold on the STAPLE probabilistic output, we restrict the parameter optimisation to non-consensus
voxels. Thus, all the voxels where dij is equal to either 0 or 1 for
all experts j are removed from the estimation. This method assumes that if all the classiﬁers agree on a label at a certain spatial
position i, then the voxel is marked as solved and is not taken into
account for the estimation of pj and qj . In this case, pj and qj represent the sensitivity and speciﬁcity only in ambiguous voxels, thus
ameliorating the bias caused by structure size. One can then
threshold wij at 0.5 without causing over-segmentation of the object. The effect of this step in terms of the shape of the performance
results curve will be shown in the validation section.
In summary, the proposed method, named STEPS (Similarity
and Truth Estimation for Propagated Segmentations), can be described as a combination of the LNCC ranking, the MRF and two
STAPLE modiﬁcations regarding both the introduction of the local
indicator function lij and the removal of consensus voxels from
the parameter estimation.

Table 2
Dice score statistics for hippocampal segmentation on 30 ADNI subjects using: STEPS,
and the methods by Sabuncu et al., Yushkevich et al., Artaechevarria et al., all using
the previously optimised parameters.
Fusion

STEPS

Sabuncu

Yushkevich

Artaechevarria

Spatial-STAPLE

Mean
SD
Median
p-Value

0.903
0.019
0.907
–

0.870
0.014
0.870
0.001

0.875
0.018
0.877
0.006

0.874
0.019
0.875
0.004

0.880
0.015
0.879
0.007

elements dr representing a candidate segmentation of the object
of interest obtained either by manual segmentation or an automatic algorithm.
In order to extend the concept of sensitivity and speciﬁcity of a
segmentor j into a multi-class model, a confusion matrix Nj and its
row normalised equivalent kj , similar to the ones presented in Xu
et al. (1992) and Rohlﬁng et al. (2004), are introduced in the notation. The matrix Nj is deﬁned as

0

1

nj11

nj12

. . . nj1c

B nj21
B
Nj ¼ B
B ..
@ .

nj22
..
.

. . . nj2c C
C
C
..
.. C
.
. A

njc1

njc2

...

njcc

with each element njab denoting that n samples of class a have been
assigned a label b by segmentor j. The elements of the matrix kj are
then deﬁned as

njab
kj ða; bÞ ¼ P
c njab
Similarly to Rohlﬁng et al. (2004), using the new deﬁnition of the
performance parameter kj , the posterior probability for sample i
to belong to class c will then be

Q
f ðt i ¼ aÞ j:lij ¼1 kj ða; dij Þ
Q
wia ¼ P
c f ðt i ¼ cÞ j:lij ¼1 kj ðc; dij Þ
and the performance parameter matrices kj are updated at each
iteration by setting

2.7. Multi-label extention

P

Let t be an indicator vector of size N, indexed by t i , representing
the hidden true label describing several objects under analysis.
This hidden label is denoted by an integer value f1; 2; . . . ; cg, with
each value representing a different object of interest, from a total
of c objects. Now, let d be a vector of size R, with each one of its

i:fl ;dij g¼f1;bg wia

kj ða; bÞ ¼ P ij

i:flij g¼f1g wia

In a multi-label scenario, instead of thresholding the output of wia at
a certain value, the label with the highest value of wia at each position i is considered the optimal label.

Table 1
Leave-one-out cross validation statistics for different ranking methods and fusion approaches: STEPS, STEPS without MRF (STEPS-nMRF), STEPS with the MRF model proposed by
Warﬁeld et al. (STEPS-bMRF), STEPS including consessus areas (STEPS-cons), and the methods in Asman and Landman (2012), Aljabar et al. (2009), Yushkevich et al. (2010), Leung
et al. (2010), Sabuncu et al. (2010) and Artaechevarria et al. (2009).
Fusion

STEPS

Param.
Mean
SD
Median
p-Value

X ¼ 15;
0.925
0.015
0.929
–

95% CI

–

< 104
0.004–0.007

< 104
0.004–0.009

< 104
0.004–0.006

< 104
0.016–0.020

Fusion

Leung

Asman

Yushkevich

Artaechevarria

Sabuncu

Param.
Mean
SD
Median
p-Value

X = 6, D = 2
0.909
0.015
0.913

w ¼ 0:2;
0.919
0.015
0.918

a = 1, r = 1.5

p = 5, r = 8
0.917
0.014
0.915

r = 15, q = 1

0.919
0.013
0.919

< 104
0.014–0.018

< 104
0.004–0.007

< 104
0.004–0.007

< 104
0.004–0.009

< 104
0.005–0.009

95% CI

STEPS-nMRF

r ¼ 1:5

X ¼ 15;
0.919
0.018
0.918

r ¼ 1:5

j¼1

STEPS-bMRF
X ¼ 15;
0.920
0.017
0.919

r ¼ 1:5

STEPS-Cons
X ¼ 9;
0.921
0.014
0.922

r ¼ 1:5

Aljabar
X = 17, D = 2
0.907
0.016
0.909

0.916
0.013
0.913
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3. Validation
The validation of the proposed method is divided into two components, one for single label fusion and one for multi-label fusion.
As the availability of manual segmentations is much greater for
single labels, the validation of the proposed method for label fusion
of individual structures was performed in ﬁve steps:
1. The method was applied to synthetic data to show the effect of
STEPS on a simulated data set with different morphological
properties.
2. We assessed the contribution of each improvement proposed in
STEPS and then validated STEPS against other label fusion techniques using leave-one-out cross validation.
3. Using the optimised model parameters, a leave-one-group-out
validation (jackkniﬁng) was done to demonstrate robustness
to simulated database size reduction.
4. Validation was then done on a subset of the publicly available
ADNI database in order to show robustness to different atrophy
states and imaging protocol.
5. STEPS was ﬁnally applied to the ADNI database to show volumetric group differences.
Due to the limited availability of template databases with multiple labels, only one validation step was performed for this scenario. Here, the performance of STEPS was compared to a set of
state-of-the-art fusion techniques when segmenting a set of 30
brain images with 83 manually segmented structures using a
leave-one-out cross validation.
3.1. Phantom validation
In order to validate the advantages of local ranking versus global ranking under a constrained experiment, a set of six simulated
anatomical images with corresponding ground truth labels was
generated. Each image represents a highly folded structure similar
to the cortex, with the simulated intensities in line with anatomical T1 weighted MRI images. Rician noise was then added to the
simulated anatomical images by adding Gaussian noise to both real
and complex components in the Fourier domain. These six images
have different number of gyri, representing different morphologies
of the brain. One of these images was chosen as the image to segment and the other 5 were used as a template database. In order to
simulate mis-registrations, 3 small random deformation ﬁelds
were generated and applied per template (see Fig. 1(top right)),
resulting in 15 different templates with 5 different morphologies,
each one with a corresponding label. The proposed method’s segmentation was compared to the GNCC-ranked STAPLE (Rohlﬁng
et al., 2004,Yushkevich et al., 2010) using the Dice score as a performance metric. For both the method proposed by Leung et al.
and STEPS, we took the top ﬁve templates ranked globally (according to the GNCC) and locally (according to the LNCC) respectively.
Results are shown in Fig. 1. Using a leave-on-out cross validation, the mean Dice score for STEPS and the Leung et al. based
method was 0.939 and 0.753 respectively.
3.2. Hippocampal segmentation
This section validates the performance of the proposed
technique for hippocampal segmentation. A previously described
hippocampal template library of manually segmented regions,
from 55 subjects, was used (Barnes et al., 2008). The subjects in
the template library included 36 subjects with clinically diagnosed
AD and 19 controls who had a mean age of approximately 70 years.
All scans were acquired at a single site 1.5 T GE scanner using a

Fig. 1. From left to right: (Top) The image to segment, four samples from the
simulated template database. (Centre) The ground truth segmentation and the
respective labels from the template database with different morphologies and
simulated registration errors. (Bottom) The probabilistic segmentation using the
method from Leung et al. (left) and STEPS (right). Note that the lack of local
matching has limited the ability of the GNCC method to capture the local features
due to the morphologically restricted database.

volumetric T1-weighted sequence. The left and right hippocampal
regions were segmented by an expert segmentor. In order to
increase the template database size, each image and its ﬂipped
mirror image were used as templates, resulting in 110 templates
with associated segmentations.
In order to assess STEPS, we performed a leave-one-out segmentation validation on all the images. For each image, the
remaining 108 templates from the other 54 subjects were used
in order to minimise bias due to same-subject left–right hippocampal symmetry. Each template was ﬁrst afﬁnely registered (12
DOFs) using a block matching approach (Ourselin et al., 2000;
Ourselin et al., 2001) and then non-rigidly aligned using a fast
free-form registration algorithm (Modat et al., 2010) to the image
under study. The resulting transformations were used to propagate
the manual segmentations to the image under study and resampled using nearest-neighbour interpolation in order to maintain
their binary nature.
This section of the validation has two main purposes. First, is to
validate the inﬂuence of each component of the method, i.e. LNCC,
MRF and consensus voxel removals. In order to do so, the proposed
method was compared with the ROI normalised cross correlation
(ROINCC) based ranking under a majority voting and STAPLE fusion
strategies as proposed by Aljabar et al. (2009) and Leung et al.
(2010) respectively, thus assessing the merit of adding the local
ranking strategy. The proposed MRF model was also compared to
the model proposed in (Warﬁeld et al., 2004) (here referred as
STEPS-bMRF), in order to test the merit of the iterative and probabilistic MRF. Finally, the inﬂuence of removing consensus areas
was tested by running STEPS including consensus voxels.
The second purpose of this validation section is to validate the
performance of STEPS against state-of-the art methodologies. Thus,
STEPS was also compared with spatial-STAPLE (Asman and Landman, 2012), the method by Sabuncu et al. (2010), LNCC weighted
voting presented in Yushkevich et al. (2010) and the MSD weighted
voting presented in Artaechevarria et al. (2009). All methods were
implemented as part of the NiftySeg package, except the SpatialSTAPLE and the method by Sabuncu et al. (2010), where we use
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the implementations provided by the authors, available at
http://masi.vuse.vanderbilt.edu and http://people.csail.mit.edu/
msabuncu/ respectively.
Note that all these comparisons only test the merit of the fusion
strategy and not the performance of the full pipeline, as all the
templates are registered in the same manner. the code provided
by Sabuncu et al. (2010) was modiﬁed, as suggested by the author,
in order to accept the same registration strategy.
3.3. Parameter optimisation and algorithm comparison
In order to optimise the fusion parameters, the Dice score between the estimated segmentation and the manual segmentation
was calculated for different values of Gaussian kernel size, number
of labels used and registration parameters. The parameters for all
the other methods were also optimised.
For all other methods based on ranking, we took the top X
ranked images, with X varying between 3 and 25. Only odd numbers of X were used in majority voting to avoid bias due to voting
ties. For the LNCC ranking the images were locally ranked by setting lij ¼ 1 if the registered template k was in the top X ranked
images at position i and to 0 otherwise. For the LNCC ranking in
STEPS the value of r was varied between 1 mm and 2 mm with
an increment of 0.25 mm and between 2 mm and 6 mm with an
increment of 1 mm, for each value of X, in order to ﬁnd the optimal
Gaussian kernel size. Regarding the other parameters, the region of
interest in Aljabar et al. (2009) and Leung et al. (2010) was deﬁned
as the union of all the propagated labels dilated D times. The
parameter D was also optimised. For each value of X, D was varied
between 1 and 4.
The parameters for the methods that are not based on ranking,
like the method proposed by Asman and Landman (2012);
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Yushkevich et al. (2010); Artaechevarria et al. (2009); Sabuncu
et al. (2010), were also optimised. As suggested in the original paper, the Spatial-STAPLE window size w was varied between 0.1 and
0.3 (sampling spacing 0.1), the global performance level bias j was
assessed at samples 0.1, 1 and 10 and the overlap between windows was set to 0.5. For Yushkevich et al. (2010), the value of a
was varied between 0.5 and 2 (sampling rate 0.5) and r was varied
between 0.5 and 2.0 (sampling rate 0.5). For Artaechevarria et al.
(2009), the value of p was varied between 10 and 10 (sampling
rate 5) and r was varied between 4 and 16 (sampling rate 4). Finally, the parameters for Sabuncu et al. (2010) were optimised, also as
suggested in the original paper, with r varying between 5 and 15
(sampling spacing 5) and q varying between 0.5 and 1.5 (sampling
spacing 0.5).
The registration parameters were not optimised within the
same scheme due to computational complexity. They were only
visually optimised on a subset of 10 images in order to produce
good registration accuracy. The optimal registration parameters
were found to be 2.5 mm control-point spacing with 1% bending
energy as regularisation. Due to the overestimation explained in
Section 2.6, a constant threshold of 0.9999 was used for all the
STAPLE based methods, in order to obtain the ﬁnal binary segmentation. This threshold is identical to the one used in Leung et al.
(2010). For all other methods, the threshold was set to 0.5 due to
their unbiased nature.
In order to assess the accuracy of the segmentation, the Dice
score was calculated between the ground truth manual segmentation and the obtained binary segmentation. An example segmentation from STEPS is shown in Fig. 2 and the Dice scores for different
parameters using STEPS are shown in Fig. 3. The optimal parameters are shown in Fig. 4. For STEPS, STEPS without the proposed
MRF regularisation and STEPS with the MRF model proposed in

Fig. 2. Segmentation results showing the best, an average and the worst result. The blue, red and green colours represent the ground truth, the proposed method and the
overlap between both segmentations respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Mean Dice score for varying values of r and X for the proposed STEPS
method using a leave-one-out cross validation. The best parameters were found to
be X ¼ 15 and r ¼ 1:5, with a mean Dice score of 0.925 for STEPS
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Fig. 4. The mean Dice score for all methods based on ranking, when applied to the
full data set for varying values of X with optimal r and D parameter. Labels are
described in Table 1.

(Warﬁeld et al., 2004), the optimal parameters are X ¼ 15 and
r ¼ 1:5 (Mean Dice = 0.925, 0.919 and 0.918 respectively). The
parameters X ¼ 9 and r ¼ 1:5 (Mean Dice = 0.921) are optimal
for STEPS without the consensus voxels rejection as in for the fusion approach, as in Cardoso et al. (2011). The parameters X ¼ 6
and D ¼ 2 (Mean Dice = 0.909) and X ¼ 17 and D ¼ 2 (Mean
Dice = 0.909) are optimal for the fusion approach in Leung et al.
(2010) and in Aljabar et al. (2009). The best parameters for the Spatial-STAPLE method proposed byAsman and Landman, 2012 was
fw; jg ¼ f0:2; 1g (Mean Dice = 0.914). Finally, the parameters for
the fusion approaches in Yushkevich et al. (2010); Artaechevarria
et al. (2009) and Sabuncu et al. (2010) were found to be
fa; rg ¼ f1; 1:5g; fp; rg ¼ f5; 8g and fr; qg ¼ f15; 1g respectively.
The mean Dice score was 0.919, 0.917 and 0.916 respectively.
These optimal parameters are used for all comparisons. The Dice
score statistics for all methods are shown on Table 1 and Fig. 4.
Using a two tail unequal variance paired t-test, STEPS performed signiﬁcantly better (p < 104 ) than all the other ranking
and label fusion strategies for hippocampal segmentation. Conﬁdence intervals for the mean differences, shown in Table 1, were
found assuming normality of the paired differences. Interestingly,
the standard deviation of the Dice score did not increase between
STEPS and the regionally ranked fusion algorithms. STEPS achieves
very high Dice score (0.907) for the 10th percentile data, with the
worst segmentation having a Dice score of 0.888. For comparison,
the method by Leung et al. (2010) and by Aljabar et al. (2009) only

achieved Dice scores of 0.886 and 0.890 respectively for the 10th
percentile and a Dice scores of 0.819 and 0.830 respectively for
the worst segmentation. Furthermore, the proposed method
(STEPS) has a Dice score equal or higher than all other methods
for all data sets. The methods by Yushkevich et al. (2010); Artaechevarria et al., 2009; Sabuncu et al., 2010 and Spatial-STAPLE all
show improved results when compared to both Leung et al.
(2010) and Aljabar et al. (2009). However, when compared to
STEPS, they still perform signiﬁcantly worse.
3.4. Robustness to database size reduction
One of the main caveats of global ranking methods is the implicit necessity to have a large database in order to be able to represent the population’s global anatomical variability. Conversely,
STEPS describes image similarity on a local manner. Intuitively,
this means that fewer templates are needed to describe the global
anatomical variability of a population, as each template contributes locally to the global anatomical variability.
In order to test this hypothesis, we used the same data set as before. However, instead of using a leave-one-out approach, we used
a subset of the available template database (110 templates) by
selecting a smaller set of templates randomly (jackkniﬁng). This
is done in order to study the effect of reducing the size of the template database on the results. Assuming a simulated template database of size R, for each data set in the original database, 10 sets of R
samples were randomly selected from the remaining 108 templates from 54 subjects. Each one of these 10 sets was then considered as a simulated database of size R used to segment the data set
under study. The optimised parameters described in Section 3.2
were used in order to obtain the fused segmentations. For the sake
of comparison, STEPS was compared to the method by Leung et al.
(2010) and also to STEPS without excluding the consensus areas
(STEPS-Cons).
The degradation was tested at three different levels of R (30, 60
and 90), with X varying between 5 and 25 (sampled only at odd
values). Thus, 36,300 fusions were performed for each method,
producing 10 segmentations per data set, per value of X and per value of R. The resulting Dice score are presented in Fig. 5. Using an
unequal variance paired t-test to compare the Dice scores, STEPS
performed signiﬁcantly better (p < 104 ) using only 30 templates
than the ROINCC method using the full database.
3.5. Validation on a subset of the ADNI database
In order to characterise the accuracy of using a predeﬁned
template database to segment data sets from another database,
an expert segmentor manually delineated the left hippocampus
on the baseline and repeat T1-weighted MR images of 30
randomly selected subjects (IDs available in Appendix B). The
data consists of 10 Alzheimer’s disease (AD), 10 Mild Cognitive
Impairment (MCI) and 10 controls, from the ADNI data set. Representative imaging parameters were TR = 2400 ms, TI = 1000 ms,
TE ¼ 3:5 ms, ﬂip angle ¼ 8 with either a 1:25  1:25  1:2 mm3
or a 0:94  0:94  1:2 mm3 voxel resolution. The T1-weighted volumetric scans were already pre-processed using the standard ADNI
pipeline, including post-acquisition correction of gradient warping,
B1 and INU correction and phantom based scaling correction.
The optimised parameters obtained above were used to segment this subset of the ADNI dataset. Segmentation accuracy was
accessed by calculating the Dice score between the manual and
automated segmentations. Results are shown in Table 2. Statistical
differences were calculated using a two tail unequal variance
paired t-test. The mean (SD) Dice score for STEPS was 0.903
(0.021), signiﬁcantly higher than all the other methods (Yushkevich et al., 2010; Sabuncu et al., 2010; Artaechevarria et al., 2009
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Fig. 5. The mean Dice score for varying values of X on a simulated database of size R = 90, R = 60 and R = 30 for STEPS, the method by Leung et al. (2010) and STEPS without
excluding the consensus areas (STEPS-Cons). Note that there is almost no performance deterioration for the STEPS algorithm between a database of size 90 and 60. STEPS also
performs signiﬁcantly better using only 30 templates than the method proposed by Leung et al. (2010) using the full database.

and Spatial-STAPLE) at p < 0:01. The means, std, medians of the
Dice scores and the p-values when compared to STEPS results are
available in Table 2.
3.6. Hippocampal measures on the full ADNI data-set
In this section, the ADNI data sets were used to assess both
hippocampal volume and change in volume over time (atrophy
rate). As suggested in Lötjönen et al. (2011), in order to add PV
information to the binary hippocampal segmentation and thus
increasing statistical power, each image was also segmented using
LoAd (Cardoso et al., 2011a). Hippocampal volume was considered
as the sum of the GM fractional content at each voxel position
within the binary segmentation obtained from STEPS, multiplied
by the voxel size. The volumes of the left and right hippocampi
were added together to give ‘‘total’’ hippocampal volume for each
subject.
For the sake of comparison with previously published studies,
only the baseline and 12-month repeat volumetric T1-weighted
MR scans acquired using 1.5 T scanners were used. In total, 682
subjects were used (200 controls, 335 MCI and 147 AD). The scans
were pre-processed following the standard ADNI pipeline, summarised in Leung et al. (2010). Demographics are shown in Table 3.
Linear regression was used to assess differences in volumes and
change in volumes across groups. The volume, calculated as described above, is considered as dependent observed data. For
cross-sectional analysis, the metadata available from the ADNI
database comprising of age and gender was used as independent
confounding variables. The total intracranial volume (TIV),
obtained automatically using SPM8 as described in Leung et al.
(2010), was also considered as a confounding variable. For the
longitudinal assessment, the atrophy rate was estimated by measuring the difference in volume between baseline and repeat scans
normalised by the baseline scan. Because the number of days between baseline and 1-year scans was different between subjects,
this information was additionally used as a confounding variable.

Table 3
Subject demographics of the ADNI data set. Mean (SD) unless speciﬁed otherwise.

# data sets
Gender, # male
Age, years
Scan. Interval, days
TIV, ml

Controls

MCI

AD

200
106
76.0 (5.1)
396.3 (46.0)
1584 (144)

335
213
74.9 (7.2)
396.3 (24.3)
1567 (149)

147
78
75.3 (7.3)
390.1 (22.6)
1554 (154)

The results are shown in Fig. 6. Statistical differences were
calculated using a two tail unequal variance t-test and the signiﬁcance level was set to p < 103 due to the intrinsic pathological
variability.
The cross-sectional study shows statistically signiﬁcant hippocampal volumetric differences between the different disease
groups. The mean volumes were also similar to previously
estimated manual and automatic volumes. For the longitudinal
study, even though atrophy rates were not derived directly from
the registered serial MR images or propagated from baseline to
repeat, the accuracy of the proposed method enables a direct
comparison between the volumes of the hippocampus at baseline
and 12-month follow up. Results shown in Fig. 6 and Table 4 show
statistically signiﬁcant differences in the mean atrophy rate
between disease groups.
3.7. Multi-label segmentation propagation and comparison
The limited availability of template databases with multi-label s
does not allow as complex a validation as with the single label
scenario. Thus, only one leave-one-out cross validation was
performed, making the validation anecdotal for untested morphologies and severe pathological cases. A previously described template library of 83 manually segmented regions from 30 subjects
was used (Hammers et al., 2003; Hammers et al., 2007). The median age of all subjects was 31 years, ranging from 20 to 54 years,
equal gender distributions and 83% right handed subjects. Scanner
parameters are described in Hammers et al. (2007). In order to assess the accuracy for brain using STEPS, we performed a leave-oneout segmentation validation on all the datasets. Each image was
ﬁrst skull stripped using the method proposed by Segonne et al.
(2004). Then, for each one of the 30 datasets, the remaining 29
templates were ﬁrst afﬁnely registered (12 DOFs) using a block
matching approach (Ourselin et al., 2000) and then non-rigidly
aligned using a fast free-form registration algorithm (Modat
et al., 2010) to the image under study. The manual segmentations
were then propagated using the previously estimated transformations and resampled using nearest-neighbour interpolation in order to maintain their binary nature. We compare STEPS to a
previously published state-of-the-art method called MAPER
(Heckemann et al., 2010); Yushkevich et al., 2010; Sabuncu et al.,
2010 and Artaechevarria et al., 2009. STEPS was also tested without
the MRF in order to show the improvements in accuracy and
smoothness. In order to provide a fair comparison between methodologies, all the methods were compared using the same registration strategy. As the results from MAPER are highly dependent on
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Fig. 6. Cross-sectional and longitudinal study on 682 data sets from the ADNI database. Left: Total hippocampal volume (left + right side) at baseline; Right: Hippocampal
atrophy per year as a percentage of the baseline volume.

Table 4
Hippocampal volumes and change rates.
Controls

MCI

AD

Volumes (mm3 )
Mean
Median
SD

5195
5152
656

4786
4733
781

4427
4218
903

Change rates (%/year)
Mean
Median
SD

1.09
0.98
3.0

2.74
2.61
3.5

4.04
3.95
3.6

the registration strategy, the results presented for the MAPER algorithm were kindly provided to us by the author. Results are shown
in Table 5 and Fig. 7.
Results show that STEPS with the MRF outperforms the other
techniques in many key internal structures. More speciﬁcally,
STEPS outperforms the methods by Heckemann et al. (2010) (12
out of 83 structures), Yushkevich et al. (2010) (17 out of 83 structures), Sabuncu et al. (2010) (20 out of 83 structures) and Artaechevarria et al. (2009) (18 out of 83 structures) at p < 104 . The
putamen was the only structure where another fusion algorithm
(MAPER) outperformed STEPS, but that difference was not statistically signiﬁcant (p ¼ 0:02).
The MRF introduced in this model not only results in a segmentation accuracy improvement but also improves the smoothness of
the boundary between the labels. Anatomically, each one of the
parcelated areas should have one single connected component. In

Fig. 7. An example showing the template (top), the automated Multi-STEPS
segmentation (bottom-left) and the manual segmentation (bottom-right). Note
the smoothness of the boundaries for the automated segmentation method.

order to test the advantages of introducing the MRF into the
algorithm with regards to discontinuity, the average number of
connected components per parcelated area and per subject was
calculated for the proposed method with and without the MRF
and for the manual. The average (SD) number of connected

Table 5
Mean Dice coefﬁcient for each structure, comparing the proposed method with and without MRF and MAPER (Heckemann et al., 2010). For bilateral structures, the left and right
Dice score is averaged. Results for a set of key internal grey matter structures are shown.
Structure name

Hippocampus
Amygdala
Caudate Nucleus
Nuc. Accumbens
Putamen
Thalamus
Globus pallidus
⁄
⁄⁄

Fusion method
STEPS

STEPS no MRF

MAPER

Yushkevich

Sabuncu

Artaechevarria

0.842
0.805
0.892
0.695
0.891
0.894
0.798

0.840⁄
0.803
0.890
0.687⁄
0.888
0.892
0.793⁄

0.828⁄⁄
0.789⁄⁄
0.891
0.682⁄⁄
0.894
0.887⁄⁄
0.771⁄⁄

0.832⁄
0.788⁄⁄
0.887⁄⁄
0.680⁄⁄
0.890
0.883⁄⁄
0.770⁄⁄

0.820⁄⁄
0.775⁄⁄
0.887⁄⁄
0.667⁄⁄
0.874⁄⁄
0.886⁄⁄
0.773⁄⁄

0.835⁄
0.795⁄
0.877⁄⁄
0.690⁄
0.890
0.878⁄⁄
0.773⁄⁄

Signiﬁcantly higher Dice scores are shown, with ⁄⁄ representing p < 103 .
Signiﬁcantly higher Dice scores are shown, with representing p < 104 .
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components per parcelated area was 8:9ð1:3Þ; 13:7ð1:8Þ, and
4:08ð0:4Þ for STEPS with and without the MRF and for the manual
respectively. A Welch’s two-tailed paired t-test was performed in
order to test signiﬁcance. These results show a statistically significant (p < 104 ) reduction in the mean number of connected components per parcelated area when comparing STEPS with the MRF
to STEPS without the MRF. STEPS with the MRF still performs signiﬁcantly worse than the manual segmentation with regards to
discontinuity and fragmentation of parcelated areas.

4. Discussion
In this work, we have developed an extension of the popular
STAPLE algorithm that uses local intensity features to select the
best labels to fuse, a novel iterative MRF to ensure spatial consistency and an uncertainty ROI optimisation to un-bias the algorithm
towards larger structures. Both the robustness and accuracy of the
segmentation were evaluated on the training set and in an independent database of cross-sectional and longitudinal brain MRI
scans and tested the ability to directly use the segmentation for
volumetric and atrophy rate measurements.
The algorithm was ﬁrst tested on a simulated phantom with
known ground truth segmentation, as a proof of concept. The
STEPS method performed better than the STAPLE-GNCC method,
presumably due to uncertainty caused by the lack of images in
the template database with the same overall morphology as the
image being segmented. Conversely, STEPS achieves a good overall
segmentation due to the ﬁner anatomical scale of the metric, suggesting that STEPS may enable the use of smaller template databases to describe the full population variability, leading to an
improvement in both accuracy and computation time.
The proposed method was then applied to clinical data for the
purpose of segmenting hippocampi. In order to ﬁnd the parameters
that produce the most accurate segmentations, a leave-one-out
cross validation strategy was used to sample the overall accuracy
from the parameter space. Each component of the proposed method was tested independently in order to assess the contribution of
each one of the changes. To this end, we tested the contribution of
the local ranking against global and regional ranking, the contribution of the proposed MRF model against the model proposed by
Warﬁeld et al. (2004) and STEPS without MRF, and also the contribution of the uncertainty ROI selection. The proposed method was
then compared to publicly available techniques: STAPLE, SpatialSTAPLE and the methods by Yushkevich et al. (2010); Sabuncu
et al. (2010) and Artaechevarria et al. (2009). Visual (see Fig. 2)
and quantitative assessment demonstrates good segmentation
accuracy and robustness, with the worst segmented image having
a Dice score of 0.888. The improvements proposed in STEPS all provide signiﬁcantly advantages (p < 104 ) demonstrating the advantage of combining the local ranking, the new MRF model, the ROI
optimisation strategies and the rater performance model. It also
performs signiﬁcantly better than all the other tested fusion techniques. Furthermore, the proposed method obtains a (mean SD)
Dice score (0:925 0:021) close to the inter-rater variability of the
manual segmentors (0:93 0:03), assessed on a different database
(Leung et al., 2010).
Another advantage of local ranking strategies is that they
implicitly encode local morphological variability rather than global
morphological variability. Fewer anatomical templates are needed
to deal with the population’s overall morphological variability. In
order to test this idea, a second experiment was performed in order
to show that local ranking can still obtain the higher segmentation
accuracy as global ranking when using fewer anatomical templates. This is advantageous because if one can represent complex
shapes with fewer samples, the need for a large and accurate
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template database is greatly reduced. The results of the jackkniﬁng
shown in Section 3.4 demonstrate that STEPS can obtain signiﬁcantly better segmentation accuracy, when measured using the
Dice score, than the STAPLE-ROINCC label fusion algorithm, even
when using three times fewer templates. As expected, there is a
small shift of the Dice score peak for the optimal value of X between different database sizes with the optimal value of X shifting
to higher values with an increase in database size. Another interesting fact, not present in Fig. 5 is the consistent and signiﬁcant
reduction, when compared to STEPS - Cons and Leung et al., in
the standard deviation of the Dice score per data set after the 10
simulations. This means that the proposed STEPS method not only
produces better results but is also less dependent on the choice of
data sets the template database is composed. This is important
in situations where no knowledge is available about the morphology of a population or when the database size in inherently small.
This extra robustness with regards to database size can be
exploited to improve computational efﬁciency. One can enforce
morphological sparseness of the template database by learning
the manifold structure of the data from a set of deformation ﬁelds
to a group-wise space. This sparse representation of the morphological characteristics of the population would greatly reduce the
computational complexity without degrading the segmentation
accuracy. One should note that this effect was validated only on
AD, MCI and controls using a template library based of AD and controls. It remains to be seen if results hold for hippocampi with different atrophy patterns and different intensity proﬁles such as in
hippocampal sclerosis and certain atrophy syndromes like frontotemporal lobar degeneration and semantic dementia.
All experiments summarised above were performed on the
training set using either leave-one-out cross validation or jackknifing. To test the performance of the fusing strategy on data from a
different database acquired with a different MRI imaging systems
and protocols, the same label fusion techniques were also used
to segment a subset of data from the ADNI database with manual
segmentations. Using the parameters optimised in Section 3.3,
STEPS achieved a Dice accuracy above 0.9, signiﬁcantly higher
(p < 103 ) than all the other fusion methods, mainly due to the
limited sample size. One can argue that the ﬂat and larger plateau
in the parameter selection of STEPS makes the segmentation less
sensitive to changes in the imaging protocol, contrast and noise.
In a single label scenario, the STEPS algorithm was ﬁnally used
to segment the hippocampi of all 682 1.5T ADNI data sets at baseline with 12-month repeat. Using the baseline data for a cross-sectional study, the volumetric results described in Section 3.6 show
the expected signiﬁcant separability in terms of volume, between
AD, MCI and controls. Using both the baseline and 12-month repeat in a longitudinal study, the results show again signiﬁcant
group discrimination between AD, MCI and controls. The atrophy
rates are in line with those previously reported, with a mean hippocampal atrophy rate (%/year) of 4.04, 2.74 and 1.09 for the AD,
MCI and control subjects respectively. These results were achieved
using volumetric data from the binary hippocampal segmentations
combined with tissue segmentation. We hypothesise that should
baseline and followup scans be treated non-independently with regards to the template propagation or if the measurement of atrophy was changed to the boundary shift integral (Leung et al.,
2010), our longitudinal measures would reduce in terms of noise
or variability with possibly improved disease group separation.
Lastly, in a multi-label propagation scenario, the algorithm was
tested against the same set of fusion techniques. Results showed
signiﬁcant increases in segmentation performance, mainly in key
internal grey matter structures like the hippocampus, amygdala,
thalamus, globus pallidus and nucleus accumbens, known to be
associated with several diseases. Furthermore, the statistically signiﬁcant reduction in the number of connected components per
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structure shows the advantage of using STEPS with the MRF spatial
smoothness term when compared to STEPS without MRF. Due to
the locality of the similarity metric, we also speculate that the proposed methodology should provide improvements in the of pathological subjects and patients with different brain morphologies.
However, further validation of multi-atlas based brain is necessary
as the current ﬁndings are anecdotal for untested morphologies
and pathological cases. This is speciﬁcally important in pathological situations that lead to large anatomical deformations (e.g. ventriculomegaly, highly atrophied brains), as some of these
morphological changes might no be correctly captured by the
non-rigid image registration step. In order to reduce the complexity and consequently the errors of the mapping between morphologically dissimilar images, the segmentations can be propagated
via morphologically similar intermediate datasets using an approach similar to the one proposed by Wolz et al. (2010) and
Cardoso et al. (2012).
The current limitations of the proposed work are mostly related
with the similarity metric. As previously described, even though
the LNCC metric has many advantages when compared to a global
metric, the local support of the metric can be problematic in low
contrast areas. For example, if the non-rigid mapping between a
normal subject and an AD patient with enlarged ventricles does
not perform well enough, an area in the patient’s ventricular cerebrospinal ﬂuid can be mapped and will correlate very well with the
white matter area in the normal subject. This problem is caused by
the local normalisation of the mean intensity between the two regions and can be ameliorated by a multi-level version of the same
metric or by combining both local and global similarity metrics.
Furthermore, as suggested by Souvenir and Pless (2007) and Cardoso et al. (2012), the local intensity similarity metric can also be
augmented by a morphological similarity metric based on the local
displacement between mapped regions, thus introducing knowledge about anatomical shape changes. Nonetheless, the proposed
framework is general enough and allows the replacement of the
LNCC metric by any other similarity metric. Finally, because the
proposed method and Spatial-STAPLE share the same construction
and because they both seem to model rater and registration errors
quite well, we believe that mixing both the proposed strategy and
the spatially varying rater performance estimation of Spatial-STAPLE, i.e. calculating spatially variant performance parameters only
in areas with uncertainty, would provide further improvements in
the accuracy of the method.
In this paper, the focus has been on improving both the accuracy and robustness of segmentation propagation techniques by
improving the label fusion component. Nonetheless, the algorithm’s accuracy is still dependent, though to a smaller degree,
on the quality of the manual segmentations and the type of pathologies and atrophy patterns represented in the template database.
Further validation is still necessary in order to enable the unsupervised use of this algorithm in a clinical setting and for different disease groups. Additionally, the manual segmentation protocols can
also be improved in order to avoid arbitrary cutoffs of structures,
like the tail of the hippocampus, which may negatively affect the
algorithm accuracy.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a new algorithm, called STEPS, that incorporates a fast locally normalised cross correlation (LNCC) based
ranking combined with a consensus based ROI selection and a
new iterative MRF into the STAPLE formulation. The algorithm
was ﬁrst tested on a database of manually segmented hippocampi
using a leave-one-out cross validation. Results show a signiﬁcant
improvement in terms of Dice overlap when compared to

state-of-the-art label fusion algorithms, achieving a mean Dice
score of 0.925. The STEPS label fusion technique also achieved better accuracy than globally ranked techniques even when using only
a third of the templates, diminishing the necessity of large template databases. When tested on an independent database with
data sets from different MRI imaging systems and protocols, STEPS
still achieved an average Dice score above 0.9, again signiﬁcantly
higher than other techniques. Furthermore, cross-sectional and
longitudinal hippocampal volumetric studies showed expected signiﬁcant differences in volume and atrophy rates between AD, MCI
and controls. Finally, when applied to multi-atlas segmentation
propagation, STEPS showed a statistically signiﬁcant increase in
segmentation accuracy in several key brain structures when
compared to MAPER and the methods by Yushkevich et al.
(2010); Sabuncu et al. (2010) and Artaechevarria et al. (2009).
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Appendix A. Clinical data
Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from
the Alzheimers Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database
(adni.loni.ucla.edu). The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the
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National Institute on Ageing (NIA), the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering (NIBIB), the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), private pharmaceutical companies and
non-proﬁt organisations, as a $60 million, 5-year public–private
partnership. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical and
neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the
progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimers disease (AD). Determination of sensitive and speciﬁc markers
of very early AD progression is intended to aid researchers and clinicians to develop new treatments and monitor their effectiveness,
as well as lessen the time and cost of clinical trials.
The Principal Investigator of this initiative is Michael W. Weiner, MD, VA Medical Center and University of California San Francisco. ADNI is the result of efforts of many co- investigators from a
broad range of academic institutions and private corporations, and
subjects have been recruited from over 50 sites across the US and
Canada. The initial goal of ADNI was to recruit 800 adults, ages 55–
90, to participate in the research, approximately 200 cognitively
normal older individuals to be followed for 3 years, 400 people
with MCI to be followed for 3 years and 200 people with early
AD to be followed for 2 years. For up-to-date information, see
www.adni-info.org.
Appendix B. ADNI data used in Section 3.5
The following scans from the ADNI database were used in Section 3.5: 109935125-005-1 160830125-005-1 174105125-005-1
51435125-005-1 1425125-005-1 68085125-005-1 77310125005-1 92610125-005-1 126180125-005-1 166365125-005-1
186705125-005-1 52605125-005-1 63945125-005-1 70380125005-1 80190125-005-1 98280125-005-1 150075125-005-1
168300125-005-1 46260125-005-1 55575125-005-1 64485125005-1 73665125-005-1 82530125-005-1 151830125-005-1
170460125-005-1 49095125-005-1 60705125-005-1 66060125005-1 74745125-005-1 85185125-005-1.
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